Aggression and violence is prevalent in healthcare, with rates of 60% worldwide.1,2 Potentially, 70% of Singapore’s hospital staff have experienced physical abuse,3,4 given significant under-reporting.5 With increasing demand on healthcare services, recognition and management of this problem is essential.

**Definition**

The Workplace Safety and Health Council defines workplace aggression6 as being not limited to physical violence, or to the geographical worksite. It is any abuse, including verbal, physical or emotional abuse and sexual harassment of healthcare providers resulting in injury, psychological harm, mal-development or deprivation. This is commonly termed “healthcare violence”. Perpetrators may be patients or relatives against staff,3 or between staff members.7

**Healthcare Violence Effects**

Victims may suffer physical harm and acute and chronic psychosocial effects, for example, post-traumatic stress disorder, depression and burnout. Reluctance to continue healthcare-related work may occur.8,9 It can reduce employee productivity, increase medical benefits and sick leave use and result in legal costs.10 Institutions with increased aggression against staff may develop poor professional and societal reputations. Decreased workforce morale and job satisfaction would further reduce their ability to attract and retain staff.8,11 Perpetrators may suffer poorer care, potential caregiver abuse11 and increased restraint use.12,13

**Risk Factors**

Incidents occur more commonly in certain profiles and environments.7,10 Staff factors include: recently employed, younger female staff or those with greater patient contact, for example, nurses or frontline staff, and those in intensive care, mental health and emergency units. 7,13

Older male patients, or those with neuropsychiatric disorders, drug or alcohol intoxication are more likely to perpetrate violence.7,13 Personality and social issues, such as unmet expectations, negative perceptions of healthcare providers and difficult circumstances predispose to aggression.7

Environmental factors encompass the physical environment,14 such as the provision of escape routes and protective equipment, effectiveness of crowd-control barriers and the workplace environment. This includes adequacy of manpower allocation, workplace culture supportiveness, training opportunities provision, and security presence.6,7

**Managing Healthcare Violence**

Management of healthcare violence requires institutional and national involvement, via multiple approaches. The approach adopted could be similar to infectious disease outbreak management: with case surveillance, treatment of affected individuals and incident investigation. Case surveillance includes risk management database creation and maintenance, with institution of staff reporting requirements. Treatment should cover medical and psychological support, with adequate leave, job-scope adjustment3,6,9 and worker injury compensation as necessary.15 Incident investigations and root-cause analysis should be conducted for preventive or control measure implementation.3,6

Alternatively, the hazard-management approach may be adopted. This involves identifying violence as a hazard and implementing preventive measures according to the hierarchy of controls.16 Elimination or substitution level policies are on a national scale, constituting nationwide education on appropriate behaviour and punitive measures. Engineering controls involve the built environment: creating protective barriers and escape routes for staff, providing appropriate furniture arrangement, reducing isolated or
enclosed areas\textsuperscript{14} and placing visible security presence, ensuring adequate crowd control and limiting workplace accessibility.\textsuperscript{1,6}

In patient-interaction areas, these measures should be balanced against other considerations, for example, easing staff-patient communications, and this may be modified for a more welcoming atmosphere.

Administratively, staff training and education should be provided. Topics should include: acceptable behaviour by patients and family, avenues for surfacing issues, personal precautions and recognition and response to violence, for example, de-escalation skills.\textsuperscript{3,6,17} Adequate manpower allocation to match service demand while providing a “buddy” system and visible security presence are also appropriate. Managerial support for staff feedback and “zero-tolerance” policies should be actively enforced. Lastly, personal protective equipment, for example, alarm buttons, should be utilised.

These approaches are not mutually exclusive and should not be implemented as such. Healthcare violence has strong social components and requires governmental involvement. Legislation for worker protection with changes to the public-at-large,\textsuperscript{15} is recommended.\textsuperscript{6,17}

In Singapore, portions of these methods have been implemented and institutional measures targeting certain risk factors or profiles are being utilised. Nationally, the Protection from Harassment Act\textsuperscript{18} was revised in 2009 to protect healthcare providers. These are in keeping with recommendations from the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.\textsuperscript{17}

However, all of the above measures are reactive and one-sided. Responsibility is placed upon staff and institutions to protect themselves during incidents, with few avenues for punitive measures to be visited against abusers. Investigations address only staff or institutional issues and ignore social or patient components. The importance of social and patients’ expectations is underscored in light of China’s healthcare violence incidents.\textsuperscript{19,20}

Management of healthcare violence needs to look at the social components in order to understand and thereby, alter behaviour. Undoubtedly certain factors are immutable, but others, for instance, social norms and expectations are important to address. Unmet expectations is a recognised factor.\textsuperscript{7,20} Management of this includes both raising healthcare quality to realistic and acceptable standards and tempering unrealistic expectations. A second factor is social norms. Staff need to recognise that violence is neither “part of the job” nor socially acceptable. The public needs to recognise violence as a problem, thereby denying it social credence and legitimisation, while making abusive behaviour socially unacceptable. Self-policing through mechanisms such as social stigmatisation and acceptance of punitive measures against perpetrators should be encouraged.

Identification of issues is easy. The difficulty lies in implementation. Singapore has undertaken important educational first steps such as encouraging media coverage via televised drama serials (‘You Can Be an Angel Too’) regarding the nursing profession and placing posters highlighting the issue (‘Our Staff Are Precious Too’) in public areas. Like managing smoking or obesity, issues with social-behavioural components are difficult to change. Further research should be undertaken in order to aid control and prevention efforts.

Conclusion

A population under stress from illness and disease will inevitably have difficult cases with some level of behavioural issues. In order to prevent and control incidence, measures aimed at altering behaviour and social norms need to be implemented together with providing protective policies for those at risk. Resolving this issue will be a long road involving multiple agencies across all levels, requiring a major shift in society’s perception and expectations.
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